
Column1     Mental Health Diagnosis Exclusion Codes (with attached SNOMED)
ICD-9:
Code Description
290.10 Presenile dementia, uncomplicated
290.11 Presenile dementia with delirium
290.12 Presenile dementia with delusional features
290.13 Presenile dementia with depressive features
290.20 Senile dementia with delusional features
290.21 Senile dementia with depressive features
290.3 Senile dementia with delirium
290.40 Vascular dementia, uncomplicated
290.41 Vascular dementia, with delirium
290.42 Vascular dementia, with delusions
290.43 Vascular dementia, with depressed mood
290.8 Other specified senile psychotic conditions
290.9 Unspecified senile psychotic condition
293.0 Delirium due to conditions classified elsewhere
293.1 Subacute delirium
293.81 Psychotic disorder with delusions in conditions classified elsewhere
293.82 Psychotic disorder with hallucinations in conditions classified elsewhere
293.83 Mood disorder in conditions classified elsewhere
293.84 Anxiety disorder in conditions classified elsewhere
293.89 Other specified transient mental disorders due to conditions classified elsewhere, other
293.9 Unspecified transient mental disorder in conditions classified elsewhere
294.0 Amnestic disorder in conditions classified elsewhere
294.10 Dementia in conditions classified elsewhere without behavioral disturbance
294.11 Dementia in conditions classified elsewhere with behavioral disturbance
294.8 Other persistent mental disorders due to conditions classified elsewhere
294.9 Unspecified persistent mental disorders due to conditions classified elsewhere
295.00 Simple type schizophrenia, unspecified
295.01 Simple type schizophrenia, subchronic
295.02 Simple type schizophrenia, chronic
295.03 Simple type schizophrenia, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.04 Simple type schizophrenia, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.05 Simple type schizophrenia, in remission
295.10 Disorganized type schizophrenia, unspecified
295.11 Disorganized type schizophrenia, subchronic
295.12 Disorganized type schizophrenia, chronic
295.13 Disorganized type schizophrenia, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.14 Disorganized type schizophrenia, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.15 Disorganized type schizophrenia, in remission
295.20 Catatonic type schizophrenia, unspecified
295.21 Catatonic type schizophrenia, subchronic
295.22 Catatonic type schizophrenia, chronic



295.23 Catatonic type schizophrenia, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.24 Catatonic type schizophrenia, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.25 Catatonic type schizophrenia, in remission
295.30 Paranoid type schizophrenia, unspecified
295.31 Paranoid type schizophrenia, subchronic
295.32 Paranoid type schizophrenia, chronic
295.33 Paranoid type schizophrenia, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.34 Paranoid type schizophrenia, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.35 Paranoid type schizophrenia, in remission
295.40 Schizophreniform disorder, unspecified
295.41 Schizophreniform disorder, subchronic
295.42 Schizophreniform disorder, chronic
295.43 Schizophreniform disorder, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.44 Schizophreniform disorder, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.45 Schizophreniform disorder, in remission
295.50 Latent schizophrenia, unspecified
295.51 Latent schizophrenia, subchronic
295.52 Latent schizophrenia, chronic
295.53 Latent schizophrenia, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.54 Latent schizophrenia, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.55 Latent schizophrenia, in remission
295.60 Schizophrenic disorders, residual type, unspecified
295.61 Schizophrenic disorders, residual type, subchronic
295.62 Schizophrenic disorders, residual type, chronic
295.63 Schizophrenic disorders, residual type, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.64 Schizophrenic disorders, residual type, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.65 Schizophrenic disorders, residual type, in remission
295.70 Schizoaffective disorder, unspecified
295.71 Schizoaffective disorder, subchronic
295.72 Schizoaffective disorder, chronic
295.73 Schizoaffective disorder, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.74 Schizoaffective disorder, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.75 Schizoaffective disorder, in remission
295.80 Other specified types of schizophrenia, unspecified
295.81 Other specified types of schizophrenia, subchronic
295.82 Other specified types of schizophrenia, chronic
295.83 Other specified types of schizophrenia, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.84 Other specified types of schizophrenia, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.85 Other specified types of schizophrenia, in remission
295.90 Unspecified schizophrenia, unspecified
295.91 Unspecified schizophrenia, subchronic
295.92 Unspecified schizophrenia, chronic
295.93 Unspecified schizophrenia, subchronic with acute exacerbation
295.94 Unspecified schizophrenia, chronic with acute exacerbation
295.95 Unspecified schizophrenia, in remission
296.00 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, unspecified
296.01 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, mild
296.02 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, moderate
296.03 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, severe, without mention of psychotic behavior
296.04 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, severe, specified as with psychotic behavior
296.05 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, in partial or unspecified remission



296.06 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, in full remission
296.10 Manic affective disorder, recurrent episode, unspecified
296.11 Manic affective disorder, recurrent episode, mild
296.12 Manic affective disorder, recurrent episode, moderate
296.13 Manic affective disorder, recurrent episode, severe, without mention of psychotic behavior
296.14 Manic affective disorder, recurrent episode, severe, specified as with psychotic behavior
296.15 Manic affective disorder, recurrent episode, in partial or unspecified remission
296.16 Manic affective disorder, recurrent episode, in full remission
296.20 Major depressive affective disorder, single episode, unspecified
296.21 Major depressive affective disorder, single episode, mild
296.22 Major depressive affective disorder, single episode, moderate
296.23 Major depressive affective disorder, single episode, severe, without mention of psychotic behavior
296.24 Major depressive affective disorder, single episode, severe, specified as with psychotic behavior
296.25 Major depressive affective disorder, single episode, in partial or unspecified remission
296.26 Major depressive affective disorder, single episode, in full remission
296.30 Major depressive affective disorder, recurrent episode, unspecified
296.31 Major depressive affective disorder, recurrent episode, mild
296.32 Major depressive affective disorder, recurrent episode, moderate
296.33 Major depressive affective disorder, recurrent episode, severe, without mention of psychotic behavior
296.34 Major depressive affective disorder, recurrent episode, severe, specified as with psychotic behavior
296.35 Major depressive affective disorder, recurrent episode, in partial or unspecified remission
296.36 Major depressive affective disorder, recurrent episode, in full remission
296.40 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) manic, unspecified
296.41 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) manic, mild
296.42 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) manic, moderate

296.43 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) manic, severe, without mention of psychotic behavior
296.44 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) manic, severe, specified as with psychotic behavior
296.45 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) manic, in partial or unspecified remission
296.46 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) manic, in full remission
296.50 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) depressed, unspecified
296.51 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) depressed, mild
296.52 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) depressed, moderate

296.53 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) depressed, severe, without mention of psychotic behavior

296.54 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) depressed, severe, specified as with psychotic behavior
296.55 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) depressed, in partial or unspecified remission
296.56 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) depressed, in full remission
296.60 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) mixed, unspecified
296.61 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) mixed, mild
296.62 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) mixed, moderate

296.63 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) mixed, severe, without mention of psychotic behavior
296.64 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) mixed, severe, specified as with psychotic behavior
296.65 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) mixed, in partial or unspecified remission
296.66 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) mixed, in full remission
296.7 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode (or current) unspecified
296.80 Bipolar disorder, unspecified
296.81 Atypical manic disorder
296.82 Atypical depressive disorder



296.89 Other bipolar disorders
296.90 Unspecified episodic mood disorder
296.99 Other specified episodic mood disorder
297.0 Paranoid state, simple
297.1 Delusional disorder
297.2 Paraphrenia
297.3 Shared psychotic disorder
297.8 Other specified paranoid states
297.9 Unspecified paranoid state
298.0 Depressive type psychosis
298.1 Excitative type psychosis
298.2 Reactive confusion
298.3 Acute paranoid reaction
298.4 Psychogenic paranoid psychosis
298.8 Other and unspecified reactive psychosis
298.9 Unspecified psychosis
299.00 Autistic disorder, current or active state
299.01 Autistic disorder, residual state
299.10 Childhood disintegrative disorder, current or active state
299.11 Childhood disintegrative disorder, residual state
299.80 Other specified pervasive developmental disorders, current or active state
299.81 Other specified pervasive developmental disorders, residual state
299.90 Unspecified pervasive developmental disorder, current or active state
299.91 Unspecified pervasive developmental disorder, residual state
300.00 Anxiety state, unspecified
300.01 Panic disorder without agoraphobia
300.02 Generalized anxiety disorder
300.09 Other anxiety states
300.10 Hysteria, unspecified
300.11 Conversion disorder
300.12 Dissociative amnesia
300.13 Dissociative fugue
300.14 Dissociative identity disorder
300.15 Dissociative disorder or reaction, unspecified
300.16 Factitious disorder with predominantly psychological signs and symptoms
300.19 Other and unspecified factitious illness
300.20 Phobia, unspecified
300.21 Agoraphobia with panic disorder
300.22 Agoraphobia without mention of panic attacks
300.23 Social phobia
300.29 Other isolated or specific phobias
300.3 Obsessive-compulsive disorders
300.4 Dysthymic disorder
300.5 Neurasthenia
300.6 Depersonalization disorder
300.7 Hypochondriasis
300.81 Somatization disorder
300.82 Undifferentiated somatoform disorder
300.89 Other somatoform disorders
300.9 Unspecified nonpsychotic mental disorder
301.0 Paranoid personality disorder



301.10 Affective personality disorder, unspecified
301.11 Chronic hypomanic personality disorder
301.12 Chronic depressive personality disorder
301.13 Cyclothymic disorder
301.20 Schizoid personality disorder, unspecified
301.21 Introverted personality
301.22 Schizotypal personality disorder
301.3 Explosive personality disorder
301.4 Obsessive-compulsive personality disorder
301.50 Histrionic personality disorder, unspecified
301.51 Chronic factitious illness with physical symptoms
301.59 Other histrionic personality disorder
301.6 Dependent personality disorder
301.7 Antisocial personality disorder
301.81 Narcissistic personality disorder
301.82 Avoidant personality disorder
301.83 Borderline personality disorder
301.84 Passive-aggressive personality
301.89 Other personality disorders
301.9 Unspecified personality disorder
302.0 Ego-dystonic sexual orientation
302.1 Zoophilia
302.2 Pedophilia
302.3 Transvestic fetishism
302.4 Exhibitionism
302.50 Trans-sexualism with unspecified sexual history
302.70 Psychosexual dysfunction, unspecified
302.71 Hypoactive sexual desire disorder
302.72 Psychosexual dysfunction with inhibited sexual excitement
302.73 Female orgasmic disorder
302.74 Male orgasmic disorder
302.75 Premature ejaculation
302.76 Dyspareunia, psychogenic
302.79 Psychosexual dysfunction with other specified psychosexual dysfunctions
302.81 Fetishism
302.82 Voyeurism
302.83 Sexual masochism
302.84 Sexual sadism
302.85 Gender identity disorder in adolescents or adults
302.89 Other specified psychosexual disorders
302.9 Unspecified psychosexual disorder
306.0 Musculoskeletal malfunction arising from mental factors
306.1 Respiratory malfunction arising from mental factors
306.2 Cardiovascular malfunction arising from mental factors
306.3 Skin disorder arising from mental factors
306.4 Gastrointestinal malfunction arising from mental factors
306.50 Psychogenic genitourinary malfunction, unspecified
306.51 Psychogenic vaginismus
306.52 Psychogenic dysmenorrhea
306.53 Psychogenic dysuria
306.59 Other genitourinary malfunction arising from mental factors



306.6 Endocrine disorder arising from mental factors
306.7 Disorder of organs of special sense arising from mental factors
306.8 Other specified psychophysiological malfunction
306.9 Unspecified psychophysiological malfunction
307.0 Adult onset fluency disorder
307.1 Anorexia nervosa
307.20 Tic disorder, unspecified
307.21 Transient tic disorder
307.22 Chronic motor or vocal tic disorder
307.23 Tourette's disorder
307.3 Stereotypic movement disorder
307.40 Nonorganic sleep disorder, unspecified
307.41 Transient disorder of initiating or maintaining sleep
307.42 Persistent disorder of initiating or maintaining sleep
307.43 Transient disorder of initiating or maintaining wakefulness
307.44 Persistent disorder of initiating or maintaining wakefulness
307.45 Circadian rhythm sleep disorder of nonorganic origin
307.46 Sleep arousal disorder
307.47 Other dysfunctions of sleep stages or arousal from sleep
307.48 Repetitive intrusions of sleep
307.49 Other specific disorders of sleep of nonorganic origin
307.50 Eating disorder, unspecified
307.51 Bulimia nervosa
307.52 Pica
307.53 Rumination disorder
307.54 Psychogenic vomiting
307.59 Other disorders of eating
307.6 Enuresis
307.7 Encopresis
307.80 Psychogenic pain, site unspecified
307.81 Tension headache
307.89 Other pain disorders related to psychological factors
307.9 Other and unspecified special symptoms or syndromes, not elsewhere classified
308.0 Predominant disturbance of emotions
308.1 Predominant disturbance of consciousness
308.2 Predominant psychomotor disturbance
308.3 Other acute reactions to stress
308.4 Mixed disorders as reaction to stress
308.9 Unspecified acute reaction to stress
309.0 Adjustment disorder with depressed mood
309.1 Prolonged depressive reaction
309.21 Separation anxiety disorder
309.22 Emancipation disorder of adolescence and early adult life
309.23 Specific academic or work inhibition
309.24 Adjustment disorder with anxiety
309.28 Adjustment disorder with mixed anxiety and depressed mood
309.29 Other adjustment reactions with predominant disturbance of other emotions
309.3 Adjustment disorder with disturbance of conduct
309.4 Adjustment disorder with mixed disturbance of emotions and conduct
309.81 Posttraumatic stress disorder
309.82 Adjustment reaction with physical symptoms



309.83 Adjustment reaction with withdrawal
309.89 Other specified adjustment reactions
309.9 Unspecified adjustment reaction
310.0 Frontal lobe syndrome
310.1 Personality change due to conditions classified elsewhere
310.2 Postconcussion syndrome
310.81 Pseudobulbar affect
310.89 Other specified nonpsychotic mental disorders following organic brain damage
310.9 Unspecified nonpsychotic mental disorder following organic brain damage
311 Depressive disorder, not elsewhere classified
312.00 Undersocialized conduct disorder, aggressive type, unspecified
312.01 Undersocialized conduct disorder, aggressive type, mild
312.02 Undersocialized conduct disorder, aggressive type, moderate
312.03 Undersocialized conduct disorder, aggressive type, severe
312.10 Undersocialized conduct disorder, unaggressive type, unspecified
312.11 Undersocialized conduct disorder, unaggressive type, mild
312.12 Undersocialized conduct disorder, unaggressive type, moderate
312.13 Undersocialized conduct disorder, unaggressive type, severe
312.20 Socialized conduct disorder, unspecified
312.21 Socialized conduct disorder, mild
312.22 Socialized conduct disorder, moderate
312.23 Socialized conduct disorder, severe
312.30 Impulse control disorder, unspecified
312.31 Pathological gambling
312.32 Kleptomania
312.33 Pyromania
312.34 Intermittent explosive disorder
312.35 Isolated explosive disorder
312.39 Other disorders of impulse control
312.4 Mixed disturbance of conduct and emotions
312.81 Conduct disorder, childhood onset type
312.82 Conduct disorder, adolescent onset type
312.89 Other conduct disorder
312.9 Unspecified disturbance of conduct
313.0 Overanxious disorder specific to childhood and adolescence
313.1 Misery and unhappiness disorder specific to childhood and adolescence
313.21 Shyness disorder of childhood
313.22 Introverted disorder of childhood
313.23 Selective mutism
313.3 Relationship problems specific to childhood and adolescence
313.81 Oppositional defiant disorder
313.82 Identity disorder of childhood or adolescence
313.83 Academic underachievement disorder of childhood or adolescence
313.89 Other emotional disturbances of childhood or adolescence
313.9 Unspecified emotional disturbance of childhood or adolescence
314.00 Attention deficit disorder without mention of hyperactivity
314.01 Attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity
314.1 Hyperkinesis with developmental delay
314.2 Hyperkinetic conduct disorder
314.8 Other specified manifestations of hyperkinetic syndrome
314.9 Unspecified hyperkinetic syndrome



315.00 Developmental reading disorder, unspecified
315.01 Alexia
315.02 Developmental dyslexia
315.09 Other specific developmental reading disorder
315.1 Mathematics disorder
315.2 Other specific developmental learning difficulties
315.31 Expressive language disorder
315.32 Mixed receptive-expressive language disorder
315.34 Speech and language developmental delay due to hearing loss
315.35 Childhood onset fluency disorder
315.39 Other developmental speech or language disorder
315.4 Developmental coordination disorder
315.5 Mixed development disorder
315.8 Other specified delays in development
315.9 Unspecified delay in development
316 Psychic factors associated with diseases classified elsewhere
ICD-10:
Code Description
F03.90 Unspecified dementia without behavioral disturbance
F03.91 Unspecified dementia with behavioral disturbance
F20.0 Paranoid schizophrenia
F20.1 Disorganized schizophrenia
F20.2 Catatonic schizophrenia
F20.3 Undifferentiated schizophrenia
F20.5 Residual schizophrenia
F20.81 Schizophreniform disorder
F20.89 Other schizophrenia
F20.9 Schizophrenia, unspecified
F21 Schizotypal disorder
F22 Delusional disorders
F23 Brief psychotic disorder
F24 Shared psychotic disorder
F25.0 Schizoaffective disorder, bipolar type
F25.1 Schizoaffective disorder, depressive type
F25.8 Other schizoaffective disorders
F25.9 Schizoaffective disorder, unspecified
F28 Other psychotic disorder not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F29 Unspecified psychosis not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F30.10 Manic episode without psychotic symptoms, unspecified
F30.11 Manic episode without psychotic symptoms, mild
F30.12 Manic episode without psychotic symptoms, moderate
F30.13 Manic episode, severe, without psychotic symptoms
F30.2 Manic episode, severe with psychotic symptoms
F30.3 Manic episode in partial remission
F30.4 Manic episode in full remission
F30.8 Other manic episodes
F30.9 Manic episode, unspecified
F31.0 Bipolar disorder, current episode hypomanic
F31.10 Bipolar disorder, current episode manic without psychotic features, unspecified
F31.11 Bipolar disorder, current episode manic without psychotic features, mild
F31.12 Bipolar disorder, current episode manic without psychotic features, moderate



F31.13 Bipolar disorder, current episode manic without psychotic features, severe
F31.2 Bipolar disorder, current episode manic severe with psychotic features
F31.30 Bipolar disorder, current episode depressed, mild or moderate severity, unspecified
F31.31 Bipolar disorder, current episode depressed, mild
F31.32 Bipolar disorder, current episode depressed, moderate
F31.4 Bipolar disorder, current episode depressed, severe, without psychotic features
F31.5 Bipolar disorder, current episode depressed, severe, with psychotic features
F31.60 Bipolar disorder, current episode mixed, unspecified
F31.61 Bipolar disorder, current episode mixed, mild
F31.62 Bipolar disorder, current episode mixed, moderate
F31.63 Bipolar disorder, current episode mixed, severe, without psychotic features
F31.64 Bipolar disorder, current episode mixed, severe, with psychotic features
F31.70 Bipolar disorder, currently in remission, most recent episode unspecified
F31.71 Bipolar disorder, in partial remission, most recent episode hypomanic
F31.72 Bipolar disorder, in full remission, most recent episode hypomanic
F31.73 Bipolar disorder, in partial remission, most recent episode manic
F31.74 Bipolar disorder, in full remission, most recent episode manic
F31.75 Bipolar disorder, in partial remission, most recent episode depressed
F31.76 Bipolar disorder, in full remission, most recent episode depressed
F31.77 Bipolar disorder, in partial remission, most recent episode mixed
F31.78 Bipolar disorder, in full remission, most recent episode mixed
F31.81 Bipolar II disorder
F31.89 Other bipolar disorder
F31.9 Bipolar disorder, unspecified
F32.0 Major depressive disorder, single episode, mild
F32.1 Major depressive disorder, single episode, moderate
F32.2 Major depressive disorder, single episode, severe without psychotic features
F32.3 Major depressive disorder, single episode, severe with psychotic features
F32.4 Major depressive disorder, single episode, in partial remission
F32.5 Major depressive disorder, single episode, in full remission
F32.8 Other depressive episodes
F32.9 Major depressive disorder, single episode, unspecified
F33.0 Major depressive disorder, recurrent, mild
F33.1 Major depressive disorder, recurrent, moderate
F33.2 Major depressive disorder, recurrent severe without psychotic features
F33.3 Major depressive disorder, recurrent, severe with psychotic symptoms
F33.40 Major depressive disorder, recurrent, in remission, unspecified
F33.41 Major depressive disorder, recurrent, in partial remission
F33.42 Major depressive disorder, recurrent, in full remission
F33.8 Other recurrent depressive disorders
F33.9 Major depressive disorder, recurrent, unspecified
F34.0 Cyclothymic disorder
F34.1 Dysthymic disorder
F34.8 Other persistent mood [affective] disorders
F34.9 Persistent mood [affective] disorder, unspecified
F39 Unspecified mood [affective] disorder
F40.00 Agoraphobia, unspecified
F40.01 Agoraphobia with panic disorder
F40.02 Agoraphobia without panic disorder
F40.10 Social phobia, unspecified
F40.11 Social phobia, generalized



F40.210 Arachnophobia
F40.218 Other animal type phobia
F40.220 Fear of thunderstorms
F40.228 Other natural environment type phobia
F40.230 Fear of blood
F40.231 Fear of injections and transfusions
F40.232 Fear of other medical care
F40.233 Fear of injury
F40.240 Claustrophobia
F40.241 Acrophobia
F40.242 Fear of bridges
F40.243 Fear of flying
F40.248 Other situational type phobia
F40.290 Androphobia
F40.291 Gynephobia
F40.298 Other specified phobia
F40.8 Other phobic anxiety disorders
F40.9 Phobic anxiety disorder, unspecified
F41.0 Panic disorder [episodic paroxysmal anxiety] without agoraphobia
F41.1 Generalized anxiety disorder
F41.3 Other mixed anxiety disorders
F41.8 Other specified anxiety disorders
F41.9 Anxiety disorder, unspecified
F42 Obsessive-compulsive disorder
F43.0 Acute stress reaction
F43.10 Post-traumatic stress disorder, unspecified
F43.11 Post-traumatic stress disorder, acute
F43.12 Post-traumatic stress disorder, chronic
F43.20 Adjustment disorder, unspecified
F43.21 Adjustment disorder with depressed mood
F43.22 Adjustment disorder with anxiety
F43.23 Adjustment disorder with mixed anxiety and depressed mood
F43.24 Adjustment disorder with disturbance of conduct
F43.25 Adjustment disorder with mixed disturbance of emotions and conduct
F43.29 Adjustment disorder with other symptoms
F43.8 Other reactions to severe stress
F43.9 Reaction to severe stress, unspecified
F44.0 Dissociative amnesia
F44.1 Dissociative fugue
F44.2 Dissociative stupor
F44.4 Conversion disorder with motor symptom or deficit
F44.5 Conversion disorder with seizures or convulsions
F44.6 Conversion disorder with sensory symptom or deficit
F44.7 Conversion disorder with mixed symptom presentation
F44.81 Dissociative identity disorder
F44.89 Other dissociative and conversion disorders
F44.9 Dissociative and conversion disorder, unspecified
F45.0 Somatization disorder
F45.1 Undifferentiated somatoform disorder
F45.20 Hypochondriacal disorder, unspecified
F45.21 Hypochondriasis



F45.22 Body dysmorphic disorder
F45.29 Other hypochondriacal disorders
F45.41 Pain disorder exclusively related to psychological factors
F45.42 Pain disorder with related psychological factors
F45.8 Other somatoform disorders
F45.9 Somatoform disorder, unspecified
F48.1 Depersonalization-derealization syndrome
F48.2 Pseudobulbar affect
F48.8 Other specified nonpsychotic mental disorders
F48.9 Nonpsychotic mental disorder, unspecified
F50.00 Anorexia nervosa, unspecified
F50.01 Anorexia nervosa, restricting type
F50.02 Anorexia nervosa, binge eating/purging type
F50.2 Bulimia nervosa
F50.8 Other eating disorders
F50.9 Eating disorder, unspecified
F51.01 Primary insomnia
F51.02 Adjustment insomnia
F51.03 Paradoxical insomnia
F51.04 Psychophysiologic insomnia
F51.05 Insomnia due to other mental disorder
F51.09 Other insomnia not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F51.11 Primary hypersomnia
F51.12 Insufficient sleep syndrome
F51.13 Hypersomnia due to other mental disorder
F51.19 Other hypersomnia not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F51.3 Sleepwalking [somnambulism]
F51.4 Sleep terrors [night terrors]
F51.5 Nightmare disorder
F51.8 Other sleep disorders not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F51.9 Sleep disorder not due to a substance or known physiological condition, unspecified
F52.0 Hypoactive sexual desire disorder
F52.1 Sexual aversion disorder
F52.21 Male erectile disorder
F52.22 Female sexual arousal disorder
F52.31 Female orgasmic disorder
F52.32 Male orgasmic disorder
F52.4 Premature ejaculation
F52.5 Vaginismus not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F52.6 Dyspareunia not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F52.8 Other sexual dysfunction not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F52.9 Unspecified sexual dysfunction not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F53 Puerperal psychosis
F59 Unspecified behavioral syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and physical factors
F60.0 Paranoid personality disorder
F60.1 Schizoid personality disorder
F60.2 Antisocial personality disorder
F60.3 Borderline personality disorder
F60.4 Histrionic personality disorder
F60.5 Obsessive-compulsive personality disorder
F60.6 Avoidant personality disorder



F60.7 Dependent personality disorder
F60.81 Narcissistic personality disorder
F60.89 Other specific personality disorders
F60.9 Personality disorder, unspecified
F63.0 Pathological gambling
F63.1 Pyromania
F63.2 Kleptomania
F63.3 Trichotillomania
F63.81 Intermittent explosive disorder
F63.89 Other impulse disorders
F63.9 Impulse disorder, unspecified
F64.1 Gender identity disorder in adolescence and adulthood
F64.2 Gender identity disorder of childhood
F64.8 Other gender identity disorders
F64.9 Gender identity disorder, unspecified
F65.0 Fetishism
F65.1 Transvestic fetishism
F65.2 Exhibitionism
F65.3 Voyeurism
F65.4 Pedophilia
F65.50 Sadomasochism, unspecified
F65.51 Sexual masochism
F65.52 Sexual sadism
F65.81 Frotteurism
F65.89 Other paraphilias
F65.9 Paraphilia, unspecified
F66 Other sexual disorders
F68.10 Factitious disorder, unspecified
F68.11 Factitious disorder with predominantly psychological signs and symptoms
F68.12 Factitious disorder with predominantly physical signs and symptoms
F68.13 Factitious disorder with combined psychological and physical signs and symptoms
F68.8 Other specified disorders of adult personality and behavior
F69 Unspecified disorder of adult personality and behavior
F80.0 Phonological disorder
F80.1 Expressive language disorder
F80.2 Mixed receptive-expressive language disorder
F80.4 Speech and language development delay due to hearing loss
F80.81 Childhood onset fluency disorder
F80.89 Other developmental disorders of speech and language
F80.9 Developmental disorder of speech and language, unspecified
F81.0 Specific reading disorder
F81.2 Mathematics disorder
F81.81 Disorder of written expression
F81.89 Other developmental disorders of scholastic skills
F81.9 Developmental disorder of scholastic skills, unspecified
F82 Specific developmental disorder of motor function
F84.0 Autistic disorder
F84.2 Rett's syndrome
F84.3 Other childhood disintegrative disorder
F84.5 Asperger's syndrome
F84.8 Other pervasive developmental disorders



F84.9 Pervasive developmental disorder, unspecified
F88 Other disorders of psychological development
F89 Unspecified disorder of psychological development
F90.0 Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, predominantly inattentive type
F90.1 Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, predominantly hyperactive type
F90.2 Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, combined type
F90.8 Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, other type
F90.9 Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, unspecified type
F91.0 Conduct disorder confined to family context
F91.1 Conduct disorder, childhood-onset type
F91.2 Conduct disorder, adolescent-onset type
F91.3 Oppositional defiant disorder
F91.8 Other conduct disorders
F91.9 Conduct disorder, unspecified
F93.0 Separation anxiety disorder of childhood
F93.8 Other childhood emotional disorders
F93.9 Childhood emotional disorder, unspecified
F94.0 Selective mutism
F94.1 Reactive attachment disorder of childhood
F94.2 Disinhibited attachment disorder of childhood
F94.8 Other childhood disorders of social functioning
F94.9 Childhood disorder of social functioning, unspecified
F95.0 Transient tic disorder
F95.1 Chronic motor or vocal tic disorder
F95.2 Tourette's disorder
F95.8 Other tic disorders
F95.9 Tic disorder, unspecified
F98.0 Enuresis not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F98.1 Encopresis not due to a substance or known physiological condition
F98.21 Rumination disorder of infancy
F98.29 Other feeding disorders of infancy and early childhood
F98.3 Pica of infancy and childhood
F98.4 Stereotyped movement disorders
F98.5 Adult onset fluency disorder

F98.8 Other specified behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence

F98.9 Unspecified behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence
F99 Mental disorder, not otherwise specified
SNOMED:
Code Description
109006 Anxiety disorder of childhood OR adolescence (disorder)
162004 Severe manic bipolar I disorder without psychotic features (disorder)
281004 Dementia associated with alcoholism (disorder)
568005 Tic disorder (disorder)
600009 Pyromania (disorder)
899001 Axis I diagnosis (disorder)
1145003 Developmental speech disorder (disorder)
1196001 Chronic bipolar II disorder, most recent episode major depressive (disorder)
1376001 Obsessive compulsive personality disorder (disorder)
1380006 Agoraphobia without history of panic disorder with limited symptom attacks (disorder)



1383008 Hallucinogen mood disorder (disorder)
1499003 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode with postpartum onset (disorder)
1686006 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
1816003 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, severe agoraphobic avoidance AND mild panic attacks (disorder)
1855002 Developmental academic disorder (disorder)
1973000 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-induced psychotic disorder with delusions (disorder)
2312009 Reactive attachment disorder of infancy OR early childhood, inhibited type (disorder)
2403008 Psychoactive substance dependence (disorder)
2618002 Chronic recurrent major depressive disorder (disorder)
2776000 Delirium (disorder)
2815001 Sexual pyromania (disorder)

3158007
Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in partial remission AND panic attacks in partial remission
(disorder)

3298001 Amnestic disorder (disorder)
3503000 Gender identity disorder of adolescence, previously asexual (disorder)
3914008 Mental disorder in childhood (disorder)
4306003 Cluster B personality disorder (disorder)
4817008 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, senile onset, with delirium (disorder)
4926007 Schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
4932002 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, moderate agoraphobic avoidance AND mild panic attacks (disorder)
4949009 Motor skill disorder (disorder)
4997005 Thyrotoxicosis factitia (disorder)
5095008 Gender identity disorder of childhood (disorder)
5158005 Gilles de la Tourette's syndrome (disorder)
5444000 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic intoxication delirium (disorder)
5464005 Brief reactive psychosis (disorder)
5507002 Stereotypy habit disorder (disorder)
5509004 Panic disorder with agoraphobia AND severe panic attacks (disorder)
5510009 Organic delusional disorder (disorder)
5619004 Bardet-Biedl syndrome (disorder)
5664002 Situational hypoactive sexual desire disorder (disorder)
5703000 Bipolar disorder in partial remission (disorder)
6348008 Cocaine-induced psychotic disorder with hallucinations (disorder)
6475002 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, presenile onset, uncomplicated (disorder)
7025000 Subchronic undifferentiated schizophrenia with acute exacerbations (disorder)
7052005 Alcohol hallucinosis (disorder)
7200002 Alcoholism (disorder)
7291006 Reactive attachment disorder of infancy (disorder)
7397008 Aggressor identification syndrome (disorder)
7461003 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, predominantly hyperactive impulsive type (disorder)
7794004 Chronic motor tic disorder (disorder)
8185002 Panic disorder with agoraphobia AND moderate panic attacks (disorder)
8511007 Transient tic disorder, single episode (disorder)
8522006 Klismaphilia (disorder)
8635005 Alcohol withdrawal delirium (disorder)
8837000 Amphetamine delirium (disorder)
9167000 Moderate mood disorder (disorder)
9340000 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode (disorder)
9345005 Dialysis dementia (disorder)
9674006 Adjustment disorder with withdrawal (disorder)
9760005 Deferred diagnosis on Axis I (disorder)



10007009 Coffin-Siris syndrome (disorder)
10278007 Factitious purpura (disorder)
10327003 Cocaine-induced mood disorder (disorder)
10349009 Multi-infarct dementia with delirium (disorder)
10532003 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, presenile onset, with depression (disorder)
10586006 Occupation-related stress disorder (disorder)
11061003 Psychoactive substance use disorder (disorder)
11806006 Separation anxiety disorder of childhood (disorder)

11941006 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in full remission AND panic attacks in full remission (disorder)
12348006 Presenile dementia (disorder)
12939007 Chronic disorganized schizophrenia (disorder)
13313007 Mild bipolar disorder (disorder)
13438001 Overanxious disorder of childhood (disorder)
13601005 Paranoid personality disorder (disorder)
13670005 Gender identity disorder of adulthood, previously heterosexual (disorder)
13746004 Bipolar disorder (disorder)
14070001 Multi-infarct dementia with depression (disorder)
14077003 Pica (disorder)
14144000 Erotomanic delusion disorder (disorder)
14183003 Chronic major depressive disorder, single episode (disorder)
14291003 Subchronic disorganized schizophrenia with acute exacerbations (disorder)
14784000 Opioid-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
15193003 Severe recurrent major depression with psychotic features, mood-incongruent (disorder)
15277004 Hallucinogen-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
15662003 Senile dementia (disorder)
15945005 Psychogenic polydipsia (disorder)
15977008 Adjustment disorder with academic inhibition (disorder)
16295005 Bipolar II disorder, most recent episode major depressive (disorder)
16506000 Mixed bipolar I disorder (disorder)
16805009 Cluster A personality disorder (disorder)
16966009 Factitious hypoglycemia (disorder)
16990005 Subchronic schizophrenia (disorder)
17155009 Trichotillomania (disorder)
17226007 Adjustment disorder (disorder)
17262008 Non-alcoholic Korsakoff's psychosis (disorder)
17496003 Organic anxiety disorder (disorder)
17782008 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode manic with catatonic features (disorder)
18003009 Gender identity disorder of adulthood (disorder)
18085000 Compulsive gambling (disorder)
18260003 Postpartum psychosis (disorder)
18478005 Adjustment disorder with physical complaints (disorder)
18573003 Obsessional erotomania (disorder)
18653004 Alcohol intoxication delirium (disorder)
18689007 Inhalant intoxication delirium (disorder)
18818009 Moderate recurrent major depression (disorder)
19445006 Opioid-induced psychotic disorder with hallucinations (disorder)
19480005 Axis V diagnosis (disorder)
19766004 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, mild agoraphobic avoidance AND severe panic attacks (disorder)
20010003 Borderline personality disorder (disorder)
20385005 Opioid-induced psychotic disorder with delusions (disorder)



20876004 Inhalant-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
21000000 Idiosyncratic intoxication (disorder)
21586000 Munchausen's syndrome (disorder)
21634003 Borjeson-Forssman-Lehmann syndrome (disorder)
21897009 Generalized anxiety disorder (disorder)
21900002 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode depressed with catatonic features (disorder)
22121000 Depressed bipolar I disorder in full remission (disorder)

22230001
Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in partial remission AND panic attacks in full remission
(disorder)

22407005 Bipolar II disorder, most recent episode major depressive with catatonic features (disorder)
22419002 Mood disorder with mixed features due to general medical condition (disorder)
23148009 Undifferentiated attention deficit disorder (disorder)
23560001 Asperger's disorder (disorder)
23645006 Organic mood disorder (disorder)
23772009 Dysphonia of Gilles de la Tourette's syndrome (disorder)
24121004 Insomnia disorder related to another mental disorder (disorder)
24125008 Mental disorder in infancy (disorder)
24315006 Factitious disorder with combined physical AND psychological symptoms (disorder)

24781009 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, mild agoraphobic avoidance AND panic attacks in full remission (disorder)
25029006 Deferred diagnosis on Axis III (disorder)
25501002 Social phobia (disorder)
25766007 Mixed receptive-expressive language disorder (disorder)
25772007 Multi-infarct dementia with delusions (disorder)
26025008 Residual schizophrenia (disorder)
26203008 Severe depressed bipolar I disorder with psychotic features, mood-incongruent (disorder)
26453000 Mental disorder in adolescence (disorder)
26472000 Paraphrenia (disorder)
26516009 Severe mood disorder with psychotic features (disorder)
26665006 Antisocial personality disorder (disorder)
26714005 Cannabis-induced psychotic disorder with hallucinations (disorder)
26852004 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, senile onset, with depression (disorder)
26929004 Alzheimer's disease (disorder)
27387000 Subchronic disorganized schizophrenia (disorder)
27544004 Developmental coordination disorder (disorder)
27720003 Dermatitis factitia (disorder)
27956007 Cocaine intoxication (disorder)
28357009 Transitory postpartum mood disturbance (disorder)
28368009 Psychoactive substance-induced organic hallucinosis (disorder)
28475009 Severe recurrent major depression with psychotic features (disorder)
28663008 Severe manic bipolar I disorder with psychotic features (disorder)
28676002 Mood disorder with manic features due to general medical condition (disorder)
28857002 Reactive attachment disorder of infancy OR early childhood (disorder)
28864000 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-induced mood disorder (disorder)
28884001 Moderate bipolar I disorder, single manic episode (disorder)
29212009 Alcohol-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
29599000 Chronic undifferentiated schizophrenia (disorder)
29657007 Deferred diagnosis on Axis IV (disorder)
29733004 Opioid-induced mood disorder (disorder)
29929003 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode depressed with atypical features (disorder)
30059008 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, severe agoraphobic avoidance AND moderate panic attacks (disorder)



30310000 Nicotine-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
30336007 Chronic residual schizophrenia with acute exacerbations (disorder)
30491001 Cocaine delusional disorder (disorder)
30509009 Gender identity disorder of adolescence, previously homosexual (disorder)
30687003 Bipolar II disorder, most recent episode major depressive with postpartum onset (disorder)
30871003 Flashbacks (disorder)
30935000 Manic bipolar I disorder in full remission (disorder)
31027006 Schizotypal personality disorder (disorder)
31177006 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, combined type (disorder)
31358003 Coprophilia (disorder)
31373002 Disorganized schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
31446002 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode hypomanic (disorder)
31611000 Multiple personality disorder (disorder)
31658008 Chronic paranoid schizophrenia (disorder)
31715000 Phencyclidine delirium (disorder)

31781004 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in partial remission AND mild panic attacks (disorder)
32009006 Hallucinogen hallucinosis (disorder)
32174002 Voice disorder due to psychosexual conflict (disorder)
32358001 Amphetamine delusional disorder (disorder)

32388005 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in partial remission AND moderate panic attacks (disorder)
32552001 Psychoactive substance-induced organic delusional disorder (disorder)
32721004 Bulimia nervosa, purging type (disorder)
32875003 Inhalant-induced persisting dementia (disorder)
32880007 Adjustment disorder with work inhibition (disorder)
33078009 Severe recurrent major depression with psychotic features, mood-congruent (disorder)
33135002 Recurrent major depression in partial remission (disorder)
33323008 Somatic delusion disorder (disorder)
33380008 Severe manic bipolar I disorder with psychotic features, mood-incongruent (disorder)
33449004 Personality disorder (disorder)
33693007 Compensation neurosis (disorder)
33871004 Phencyclidine-induced psychotic disorder with hallucinations (disorder)
33982008 Hyperphosphatasemia with mental retardation (disorder)

34116005 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in full remission AND severe panic attacks (disorder)
34315001 Bipolar II disorder, most recent episode major depressive with melancholic features (disorder)
34485008 Axis IV diagnosis (disorder)
34938008 Alcohol-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
35218008 Chronic disorganized schizophrenia with acute exacerbations (disorder)
35252006 Disorganized schizophrenia (disorder)
35253001 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, predominantly inattentive type (disorder)
35481005 Mixed bipolar I disorder in remission (disorder)
35489007 Depressive disorder (disorder)
35607004 Panic disorder with agoraphobia (disorder)
35827000 Recurrent conversion disorder (disorder)
35919005 Pervasive developmental disorder (disorder)
36039004 Rumination disorder of infancy (disorder)
36217008 Organic personality disorder (disorder)
36262007 Pygmalionism (disorder)
36474008 Severe recurrent major depression without psychotic features (disorder)



36583000 Mixed bipolar I disorder in partial remission (disorder)
36622002 Mild mood disorder (disorder)
36943003 Making obscene telephone calls (disorder)
37331004 Psychoactive substance-induced organic mood disorder (disorder)
37739004 Mood disorder due to a general medical condition (disorder)
37746008 Avoidant personality disorder (disorder)
37868008 Anxiety disorder of adolescence (disorder)
37872007 Avoidant disorder of childhood OR adolescence (disorder)
37941009 Rumination disorder (disorder)
38295006 Involutional paraphrenia (disorder)

38328002 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, severe agoraphobic avoidance AND panic attacks in full remission (disorder)
38368003 Schizoaffective disorder, bipolar type (disorder)
38547003 Mood disorder in full remission (disorder)
38694004 Recurrent major depressive disorder with atypical features (disorder)
39003006 Psychoactive substance-induced organic delirium (disorder)
39465007 Emotional deprivation syndrome (disorder)
39610001 Undifferentiated schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
39807006 Cannabis intoxication delirium (disorder)
39809009 Recurrent major depressive disorder with catatonic features (disorder)
39951001 Cannabis-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
40083003 Stereotypic movement disorder with self-injurious behavior (disorder)
40379007 Mild recurrent major depression (disorder)
40568001 Recurrent brief depressive disorder (disorder)
40571009 Hallucinogen intoxication delirium (disorder)
40673001 Post-encephalitic syndrome (disorder)
40987004 Intermittent explosive disorder (disorder)
41021005 Psychologic dyspareunia (disorder)
41083005 Alcohol-induced sleep disorder (disorder)
41524005 Flagellantism (disorder)
41526007 Reactive attachment disorder (disorder)
41552001 Mild bipolar I disorder, single manic episode (disorder)
41836007 Bipolar disorder in full remission (disorder)
42344001 Alcohol-induced psychosis (disorder)
42594001 Organic mood disorder of depressed type (disorder)
42868002 Subchronic catatonic schizophrenia (disorder)
43150009 Panic disorder without agoraphobia with severe panic attacks (disorder)
43497001 Amphetamine-induced mood disorder (disorder)
43568002 Bipolar II disorder, most recent episode major depressive with atypical features (disorder)
43614003 Autistic disorder of childhood onset (disorder)
44031002 Postseizure confusion (disorder)
44124003 Reactive attachment disorder of early childhood (disorder)
44433009 Recurrent transient tic disorder (disorder)
44966003 Passive aggressive personality disorder (disorder)
45479006 Manic bipolar I disorder in remission (disorder)
45677003 Developmental expressive writing disorder (disorder)
45912004 Organic hallucinosis (disorder)
45924006 Necrophilia (disorder)
45994004 Erotic vomiting (disorder)
46206005 Mood disorder (disorder)
46244001 Recurrent major depression in complete remission (disorder)



46372006 Female sexual arousal disorder (disorder)
46432001 Lecherism (disorder)
46721000 Psychoactive substance-induced organic personality disorder (disorder)
46762006 Sexual desire disorder (disorder)
46975003 Cocaine-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
47372000 Adjustment disorder with anxious mood (disorder)
47447001 Grandiose delusion disorder (disorder)
47505003 Posttraumatic stress disorder (disorder)
47664006 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-induced psychotic disorder with hallucinations (disorder)
47916000 Developmental arithmetic disorder (disorder)
48500005 Delusional disorder (disorder)
48589009 Minor depressive disorder (disorder)
49271002 Deferred diagnosis on Axis II (disorder)
49468007 Depressed bipolar I disorder (disorder)
49481000 Postseizure delirium (disorder)
49512000 Depressed bipolar I disorder in partial remission (disorder)
49564006 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, mild agoraphobic avoidance AND moderate panic attacks (disorder)
50026000 Psychoactive substance-induced organic anxiety disorder (disorder)
50299009 Paraphilia (disorder)
50320000 Hallucinogen intoxication (disorder)
50705009 Factitious disorder (disorder)
50722006 Phencyclidine delusional disorder (disorder)
50878001 Gender identity disorder of adulthood, previously asexual (disorder)
50933003 Hallucinogen delusional disorder (disorder)

50983008 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, mild agoraphobic avoidance AND panic attacks in partial remission (disorder)
51133006 Residual schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
51443000 Amphetamine-induced psychotic disorder with hallucinations (disorder)
51493001 Cocaine-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
51637008 Chronic bipolar I disorder, most recent episode depressed (disorder)
51771007 Postviral fatigue syndrome (disorder)
51928006 General paresis - neurosyphilis (disorder)
52448006 Dementia (disorder)
52702003 Chronic fatigue syndrome (disorder)
52824009 Developmental reading disorder (disorder)
52866005 Opioid intoxication delirium (disorder)
52910006 Anxiety disorder due to a general medical condition (disorder)
52954000 Schizoid personality disorder (disorder)
53050002 Hallucinogen-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
53467004 Anxiety disorder of childhood (disorder)
53607008 Depressed bipolar I disorder in remission (disorder)
53936005 Alcohol-induced mood disorder (disorder)
53956006 Panic disorder without agoraphobia with panic attacks in partial remission (disorder)
54319003 Disruptive behavior disorder (disorder)
54417002 Adult gender identity disorder, sexually attracted to females (disorder)
54502004 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, presenile onset, with delusions (disorder)
54587008 Simple phobia (disorder)
54761006 Severe depressed bipolar I disorder with psychotic features, mood-congruent (disorder)
55009008 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, senile onset, with delusions (disorder)
55341008 Histrionic personality disorder (disorder)
55516002 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode manic with postpartum onset (disorder)



55668003 Adjustment disorder with mixed emotional features (disorder)
55728007 Sexual aversion disorder (disorder)
55967005 Phencyclidine-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
56194001 Caffeine-induced sleep disorder (disorder)
56267009 Multi-infarct dementia (disorder)
56573006 Transient tic disorder (disorder)
56576003 Panic disorder without agoraphobia (disorder)
56627002 Psychosexual disorder (disorder)
56641006 Axis II diagnosis (disorder)
56882008 Anorexia nervosa (disorder)
57194009 Adjustment disorder with depressed mood (disorder)
57588009 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-induced sleep disorder (disorder)
57715001 Gender identity disorder of adolescence (disorder)
58214004 Schizophrenia (disorder)
58329000 Organic mood disorder of manic type (disorder)
58349009 Exhibitionism (disorder)
58535001 Physical AND emotional exhaustion state (disorder)
58647003 Severe mood disorder with psychotic features, mood-congruent (disorder)
58703003 Postpartum depression (disorder)
59174009 Fetishism (disorder)
59216005 Adult gender identity disorder, sexually attracted to males (disorder)
59252009 Cutis laxa-corneal clouding-oligophrenia syndrome (disorder)
59617007 Severe depressed bipolar I disorder with psychotic features (disorder)
59645001 Bulimia nervosa, nonpurging type (disorder)
59651006 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-induced persisting dementia (disorder)
59923000 Panic disorder with agoraphobia AND panic attacks in full remission (disorder)
60103007 Inhibited female orgasm (disorder)
60123008 Delusional disorder, mixed type (disorder)
61104008 Inhalant-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
61144001 Alcohol-induced psychotic disorder with delusions (disorder)
61157009 Combat fatigue (disorder)
61180001 Adult gender identity disorder, sexually attracted to neither sex (disorder)
61212007 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, severe agoraphobic avoidance AND severe panic attacks (disorder)
61403008 Severe depressed bipolar I disorder without psychotic features (disorder)
61569007 Agoraphobia without history of panic disorder (disorder)
61831009 Induced psychotic disorder (disorder)
62239001 Parkinson-dementia complex of Guam (disorder)
62351001 Generalized social phobia (disorder)
62491004 Frotteurism (disorder)
62792007 Urophilia (disorder)
63181006 Paranoid schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
63204009 Bouffée délirante (disorder)
63249007 Manic bipolar I disorder in partial remission (disorder)
63393005 Anorexia nervosa, binge-eating purging type (disorder)
63649001 Cannabis delusional disorder (disorder)
63701002 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, mild agoraphobic avoidance AND mild panic attacks (disorder)
63835008 Voyeurism (disorder)
63909006 Panic disorder with agoraphobia AND panic attacks in partial remission (disorder)
63983005 Inhalant-induced psychotic disorder with hallucinations (disorder)

64060000 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, moderate agoraphobic avoidance AND panic attacks in full remission (disorder)



64165008 Avoidant disorder of childhood (disorder)
64731001 Severe mixed bipolar I disorder with psychotic features, mood-congruent (disorder)
64905009 Paranoid schizophrenia (disorder)
65064003 Panic disorder without agoraphobia with moderate panic attacks (disorder)
65096006 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, presenile onset, with delirium (disorder)
66108005 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, senile onset, uncomplicated (disorder)
66344007 Recurrent major depression (disorder)
66347000 Impulse control disorder (disorder)
66381006 Adjustment disorder with mixed disturbance of emotions AND conduct (disorder)
66590003 Alcohol dependence (disorder)
66631006 Moderate depressed bipolar I disorder (disorder)
66936004 Identity disorder (disorder)
67123006 Adult gender identity disorder, sexually attracted to both sexes (disorder)
67195008 Acute stress disorder (disorder)
68019004 Recurrent major depression in remission (disorder)
68569003 Manic bipolar I disorder (disorder)
68618008 Rett's disorder (disorder)
68890003 Schizoaffective disorder (disorder)
68963006 Gender identity disorder of adolescence, previously heterosexual (disorder)
68995007 Chronic catatonic schizophrenia (disorder)
69322001 Psychotic disorder (disorder)
69361009 Kleptomania (disorder)
69479009 Anxiety hyperventilation (disorder)
69482004 Korsakoff's psychosis (disorder)
70328006 Cocaine delirium (disorder)
70546001 Severe bipolar disorder with psychotic features, mood-congruent (disorder)
70655008 Caffeine-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
70691001 Agoraphobia (disorder)
70814008 Subchronic residual schizophrenia with acute exacerbations (disorder)
70932007 Amphetamine-induced sexual dysfunction (disorder)
70936005 Multi-infarct dementia, uncomplicated (disorder)
71103003 Chronic residual schizophrenia (disorder)
71328000 Opioid-induced sexual dysfunction (disorder)
71336009 Recurrent major depressive disorder with postpartum onset (disorder)
71787009 Psychologic vaginismus (disorder)
71959007 Elective mutism (disorder)
71961003 Childhood disintegrative disorder (disorder)
71984005 Mild manic bipolar I disorder (disorder)
72366004 Eating disorder (disorder)
72861004 Panic disorder without agoraphobia with mild panic attacks (disorder)
73097000 Alcohol amnestic disorder (disorder)
73462009 Chronic vocal tic disorder (disorder)
74007000 Sexual arousal disorder (disorder)

74010007 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, severe agoraphobic avoidance AND panic attacks in partial remission (disorder)
74142004 Feeding disorder of infancy OR early childhood (disorder)
74266001 Mood disorder in partial remission (disorder)
74686005 Mild depressed bipolar I disorder (disorder)
74732009 Mental disorder (disorder)
74934004 Psychoactive substance-induced organic withdrawal (disorder)
75122001 Inhalant-induced psychotic disorder with delusions (disorder)



75360000 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, in remission (disorder)
75752004 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode depressed with melancholic features (disorder)
75837004 Mood disorder with depressive features due to general medical condition (disorder)
76105009 Cyclothymia (disorder)
76236006 Atypical tic disorder (disorder)
76566000 Subchronic residual schizophrenia (disorder)

76812003 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, moderate agoraphobic avoidance AND panic attacks in partial remission (disorder)

76868007 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in full remission AND mild panic attacks (disorder)
77355000 Cannabis-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
77383003 Marfanoid mental retardation syndrome (disorder)
77475008 Jealous delusion disorder (disorder)
77486005 Mood disorder with major depressive-like episode due to general medical condition (disorder)
77675002 Anorexia nervosa, restricting type (disorder)
77815007 Gender identity disorder of adulthood, previously homosexual (disorder)
78004001 Bulimia nervosa (disorder)
78269000 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode, in partial remission (disorder)
78358001 Amphetamine withdrawal (disorder)
78640000 Severe manic bipolar I disorder with psychotic features, mood-congruent (disorder)
78667006 Dysthymia (disorder)
79204003 Chronic undifferentiated schizophrenia with acute exacerbations (disorder)
79524000 Ecouteurism (disorder)
79578000 Alcohol paranoia (disorder)
79584002 Moderate bipolar disorder (disorder)
79842004 Stuporous depression (disorder)
79866005 Subchronic paranoid schizophrenia (disorder)
80711002 Narcissistic personality disorder (disorder)
80868005 Cocaine withdrawal (disorder)
81463002 Bestiality (disorder)
81903006 Inhibited male orgasm (disorder)
82096005 Aggressive type unsocialized behavior disorder (disorder)
82218004 Postoperative depression (disorder)
82339009 Amphetamine-induced anxiety disorder (disorder)
82415003 Agoraphobia without history of panic disorder without limited symptom attacks (disorder)
82494000 Panic disorder without agoraphobia with panic attacks in full remission (disorder)
82636008 Orgasm disorder (disorder)

82738004 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, moderate agoraphobic avoidance AND moderate panic attacks (disorder)
82959004 Dementia paralytica juvenilis (disorder)
82998009 Moderate manic bipolar I disorder (disorder)
83168008 Psychoactive substance-induced organic amnestic disorder (disorder)
83225003 Bipolar II disorder (disorder)
83253003 Shyness disorder of childhood (disorder)
83367009 Amphetamine-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
83458005 Agitated depression (disorder)
83501007 Organic mood disorder of mixed type (disorder)
83631006 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, moderate agoraphobic avoidance AND severe panic attacks (disorder)
83746006 Chronic schizophrenia (disorder)
83890006 Cluster C personality disorder (disorder)
84002002 Pedophilia (disorder)



84466009 Dependent personality disorder (disorder)
84760002 Schizoaffective disorder, depressive type (disorder)
84788008 Menopausal depression (disorder)
84984002 Adjustment disorder with disturbance of conduct (disorder)
85061001 Separation anxiety disorder of childhood, early onset (disorder)
85248005 Bipolar disorder in remission (disorder)
85561006 Uncomplicated alcohol withdrawal (disorder)
85762002 Voice disorder due to transsexualism (disorder)
85821003 Acute non-psychotic brain syndrome (disorder)
85861002 Subchronic undifferentiated schizophrenia (disorder)
87132004 Opioid withdrawal (disorder)
87203005 Bipolar I disorder, most recent episode depressed with postpartum onset (disorder)
87414006 Reactive depression (situational) (disorder)

87798009 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in full remission AND moderate panic attacks (disorder)
87950005 Bipolar I disorder, single manic episode with catatonic features (disorder)
87991007 Gender identity disorder (disorder)
88339003 Dementia arising in the senium AND/OR presenium (disorder)
88740003 Thyrotoxicosis factitia with thyrotoxic crisis (disorder)
88845000 Explosive type organic personality disorder (disorder)
88939009 Severe mood disorder without psychotic features (disorder)
88975006 Schizophreniform disorder (disorder)
89016005 Axis III diagnosis (disorder)
89415002 Hypersomnia disorder related to another mental disorder (disorder)
89451009 Inhalant-induced mood disorder (disorder)
89618007 Persecutory delusion disorder (disorder)
89948007 Panic disorder with agoraphobia AND mild panic attacks (disorder)
89989005 Deferred diagnosis on Axis V (disorder)
90099008 Subcortical leukoencephalopathy (disorder)
90755006 Nicotine withdrawal (disorder)
90790003 Avoidant disorder of adolescence (disorder)
93461009 Gender dysphoria (disorder)
95635002 Caffeine withdrawal (disorder)
95636001 Sadomasochism (disorder)
95637005 Munchausen syndrome by proxy (disorder)
106013002 Mental disorder of infancy, childhood or adolescence (disorder)
106014008 Organic mental disorder of unknown etiology (disorder)
106015009 Mental disorder AND/OR culture bound syndrome (disorder)
109478007 Kohlschutter's syndrome (disorder)
109805003 Factitious cheilitis (disorder)
109896009 Indication for modification of patient status (disorder)
109897000 Indication for modification of patient behavior status (disorder)
109898005 Indication for modification of patient cognitive status (disorder)
109899002 Indication for modification of patient emotional status (disorder)
109900007 Indication for modification of patient physical status (disorder)
109901006 Indication for modification of patient psychological status (disorder)
111475002 Neurosis (disorder)
111476001 Mental disorder usually first evident in infancy, childhood AND/OR adolescence (disorder)
111477005 Reactive attachment disorder of infancy OR early childhood, disinhibited type (disorder)
111479008 Organic mental disorder (disorder)
111480006 Psychoactive substance-induced organic dementia (disorder)



111482003 Subchronic schizophrenia with acute exacerbations (disorder)
111483008 Catatonic schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
111484002 Undifferentiated schizophrenia (disorder)
111485001 Mixed bipolar I disorder in full remission (disorder)
111487009 Dream anxiety disorder (disorder)

111490003 Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in partial remission AND severe panic attacks (disorder)

111491004
Panic disorder with agoraphobia, agoraphobic avoidance in full remission AND panic attacks in partial remission
(disorder)

126943008 Separation anxiety (disorder)
128293007 Chronic mental disorder (disorder)
129104009 Developmental mental disorder (disorder)
129602009 Symbiotic infantile psychosis (disorder)
129604005 Delusion of heart disease syndrome (disorder)
129606007 Frontal lobe syndrome (disorder)
162313000 Morbid jealousy (disorder)
162702000 On examination - mentally confused (disorder)
162722001 On examination - depressed (disorder)
187921002 Developmental receptive language disorder (disorder)
191447007 Organic psychotic condition (disorder)
191449005 Uncomplicated senile dementia (disorder)
191451009 Uncomplicated presenile dementia (disorder)
191452002 Presenile dementia with delirium (disorder)
191454001 Presenile dementia with paranoia (disorder)
191455000 Presenile dementia with depression (disorder)
191457008 Senile dementia with depressive or paranoid features (disorder)
191458003 Senile dementia with paranoia (disorder)
191459006 Senile dementia with depression (disorder)
191461002 Senile dementia with delirium (disorder)
191463004 Uncomplicated arteriosclerotic dementia (disorder)
191464005 Arteriosclerotic dementia with delirium (disorder)
191465006 Arteriosclerotic dementia with paranoia (disorder)
191466007 Arteriosclerotic dementia with depression (disorder)
191471000 Korsakov's alcoholic psychosis with peripheral neuritis (disorder)
191475009 Chronic alcoholic brain syndrome (disorder)
191476005 Alcohol withdrawal hallucinosis (disorder)
191477001 Pathological alcohol intoxication (disorder)
191478006 Alcoholic paranoia (disorder)
191480000 Alcohol withdrawal syndrome (disorder)
191483003 Drug-induced psychosis (disorder)
191484009 Drug-induced paranoia or hallucinatory states (disorder)
191485005 Drug-induced paranoid state (disorder)
191486006 Drug-induced hallucinosis (disorder)
191492000 Drug-induced delirium (disorder)
191493005 Drug-induced dementia (disorder)
191494004 Drug-induced amnestic syndrome (disorder)
191495003 Drug-induced depressive state (disorder)
191496002 Drug-induced personality disorder (disorder)
191499009 Transient organic psychoses (disorder)
191501001 Acute confusional state, post-traumatic (disorder)
191502008 Acute confusional state, of infective origin (disorder)



191503003 Acute confusional state, of endocrine origin (disorder)
191504009 Acute confusional state, of metabolic origin (disorder)
191505005 Acute confusional state, of cerebrovascular origin (disorder)
191507002 Subacute delirium (disorder)
191508007 Subacute confusional state, post-traumatic (disorder)
191509004 Subacute confusional state, of infective origin (disorder)
191510009 Subacute confusional state, of endocrine origin (disorder)
191511008 Subacute confusional state, of metabolic origin (disorder)
191512001 Subacute confusional state, of cerebrovascular origin (disorder)
191519005 Dementia associated with another disease (disorder)
191525009 Non-organic psychosis (disorder)
191526005 Schizophrenic disorders (disorder)
191527001 Simple schizophrenia (disorder)
191530008 Acute exacerbation of subchronic schizophrenia (disorder)
191531007 Acute exacerbation of chronic schizophrenia (disorder)
191536002 Subchronic hebephrenic schizophrenia (disorder)
191537006 Chronic hebephrenic schizophrenia (disorder)
191538001 Acute exacerbation of subchronic hebephrenic schizophrenia (disorder)
191539009 Acute exacerbation of chronic hebephrenic schizophrenia (disorder)
191540006 Hebephrenic schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
191542003 Catatonic schizophrenia (disorder)
191547009 Acute exacerbation of subchronic catatonic schizophrenia (disorder)
191548004 Acute exacerbation of chronic catatonic schizophrenia (disorder)
191554003 Acute exacerbation of subchronic paranoid schizophrenia (disorder)
191555002 Acute exacerbation of chronic paranoid schizophrenia (disorder)
191559008 Latent schizophrenia (disorder)
191564007 Acute exacerbation of chronic latent schizophrenia (disorder)
191567000 Schizoaffective schizophrenia (disorder)
191569002 Subchronic schizoaffective schizophrenia (disorder)
191570001 Chronic schizoaffective schizophrenia (disorder)
191571002 Acute exacerbation of subchronic schizoaffective schizophrenia (disorder)
191572009 Acute exacerbation of chronic schizoaffective schizophrenia (disorder)
191574005 Schizoaffective schizophrenia in remission (disorder)
191577003 Cenesthopathic schizophrenia (disorder)
191590005 Recurrent manic episodes (disorder)
191592002 Recurrent manic episodes, mild (disorder)
191593007 Recurrent manic episodes, moderate (disorder)
191595000 Recurrent manic episodes, severe, with psychosis (disorder)
191597008 Recurrent manic episodes, in full remission (disorder)
191610000 Recurrent major depressive episodes, mild (disorder)
191611001 Recurrent major depressive episodes, moderate (disorder)
191613003 Recurrent major depressive episodes, severe, with psychosis (disorder)
191615005 Recurrent major depressive episodes, in full remission (disorder)
191616006 Recurrent depression (disorder)
191618007 Bipolar affective disorder, current episode manic (disorder)
191620005 Bipolar affective disorder, currently manic, mild (disorder)
191621009 Bipolar affective disorder, currently manic, moderate (disorder)
191623007 Bipolar affective disorder, currently manic, severe, with psychosis (disorder)
191625000 Bipolar affective disorder, currently manic, in full remission (disorder)
191627008 Bipolar affective disorder, current episode depression (disorder)
191629006 Bipolar affective disorder, currently depressed, mild (disorder)



191630001 Bipolar affective disorder, currently depressed, moderate (disorder)
191632009 Bipolar affective disorder, currently depressed, severe, with psychosis (disorder)
191634005 Bipolar affective disorder, currently depressed, in full remission (disorder)
191636007 Mixed bipolar affective disorder (disorder)
191659001 Atypical depressive disorder (disorder)
191667009 Paranoid disorder (disorder)
191668004 Simple paranoid state (disorder)
191670008 Shared paranoid disorder (disorder)
191672000 Paranoia querulans (disorder)
191676002 Reactive depressive psychosis (disorder)
191678001 Reactive confusion (disorder)
191680007 Psychogenic paranoid psychosis (disorder)
191687005 Psychosis with origin in childhood (disorder)
191689008 Active infantile autism (disorder)
191690004 Residual infantile autism (disorder)
191692007 Active disintegrative psychoses (disorder)
191693002 Residual disintegrative psychoses (disorder)
191696005 Atypical childhood psychoses (disorder)
191697001 Borderline psychosis of childhood (disorder)
191714002 Dissociative convulsions (disorder)
191722009 Agoraphobia with panic attacks (disorder)
191724005 Social phobia, fear of eating in public (disorder)
191725006 Social phobia, fear of public speaking (disorder)
191726007 Social phobia, fear of public washing (disorder)
191736004 Obsessive-compulsive disorder (disorder)
191737008 Compulsive neurosis (disorder)
191738003 Obsessional neurosis (disorder)
191753006 Hypomanic personality disorder (disorder)
191765005 Emotionally unstable personality disorder (disorder)
191766006 Psychoinfantile personality (disorder)
191772006 Eccentric personality disorder (disorder)
191773001 Immature personality disorder (disorder)
191774007 Masochistic personality disorder (disorder)
191787001 Psychosexual identity disorder (disorder)
191811004 Continuous chronic alcoholism (disorder)
191812006 Episodic chronic alcoholism (disorder)
191813001 Chronic alcoholism in remission (disorder)
191928000 Abuse of antidepressant drug (disorder)
191966002 Psychogenic pruritus (disorder)
191983006 Bruxism (teeth grinding) (disorder)
191990001 Transient childhood tic (disorder)
192014006 Psychogenic rumination (disorder)
192016008 Non-organic infant feeding disturbance (disorder)
192017004 Non-organic loss of appetite (disorder)
192037000 Acute panic state due to acute stress reaction (disorder)
192038005 Acute fugue state due to acute stress reaction (disorder)
192039002 Acute stupor state due to acute stress reaction (disorder)
192041001 Acute situational disturbance (disorder)
192042008 Acute post-trauma stress state (disorder)
192044009 Stress reaction causing mixed disturbance of emotion and conduct (disorder)
192046006 Brief depressive adjustment reaction (disorder)



192049004 Prolonged depressive adjustment reaction (disorder)
192051000 Adolescent emancipation disorder (disorder)
192052007 Early adult emancipation disorder (disorder)
192054008 Culture shock (disorder)
192056005 Adjustment reaction with aggression (disorder)
192057001 Adjustment reaction with antisocial behavior (disorder)
192058006 Adjustment reaction with destructiveness (disorder)
192061007 Concentration camp syndrome (disorder)
192063005 Adjustment reaction with physical symptoms (disorder)
192064004 Elective mutism due to an adjustment reaction (disorder)
192065003 Hospitalism (disorder)
192069009 Specific nonpsychotic mental disorders following organic brain damage (disorder)
192072002 Organic memory impairment (disorder)
192073007 Change in personality (disorder)
192079006 Postviral depression (disorder)
192080009 Chronic depression (disorder)
192097003 Isolated explosive disorder (disorder)
192099000 Childhood disorder of conduct and emotion (disorder)
192108001 Disturbance of anxiety and fearfulness in childhood and adolescence (disorder)
192110004 Childhood and adolescent fearfulness disturbance (disorder)
192122001 Childhood or adolescent identity disorder (disorder)
192123006 Academic underachievement disorder (disorder)
192127007 Child attention deficit disorder (disorder)
192131001 Hyperkinesis with developmental delay (disorder)
192132008 Hyperkinetic conduct disorder (disorder)
192136006 Specific reading disorder (disorder)
192147004 Mixed disorder of psychological development (disorder)
192527004 Elaboration of physical symptoms for psychological reasons (disorder)
192562009 Disorder of psychological development (disorder)
192575009 Mixed disorder of scholastic skills (disorder)
192611004 Childhood phobic anxiety disorder (disorder)
192616009 Childhood or adolescent disorder of social functioning (disorder)
192631000 Pica of infancy and childhood (disorder)
193756007 Charles Bonnet syndrome (disorder)
197480006 Anxiety disorder (disorder)
199257008 Mental disorders during pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (disorder)
199259006 Mental disorder during pregnancy - baby delivered (disorder)
199260001 Mental disorder in the puerperium - baby delivered (disorder)
199261002 Mental disorder during pregnancy - baby not yet delivered (disorder)
199262009 Mental disorder in the puerperium - baby delivered during previous episode of care (disorder)
229025005 Lindinism (disorder)
229621000 Disorder of fluency (disorder)
229622007 Dysfluency (disorder)
229623002 Developmental dysfluency (disorder)
229625009 Normal non-fluency (disorder)
229631007 Acquired stammering (disorder)
229632000 Neurogenic stammering (disorder)
229683000 Motor speech disorder (disorder)
229698003 Articulatory dyspraxia (disorder)
229699006 Immature articulatory praxis (disorder)
229700007 Developmental motor speech disorder (disorder)



229701006 Developmental articulatory dyspraxia (disorder)
229715008 Deficits in attention motor control and perception (disorder)
229721007 Speech delay (disorder)
229729009 Developmental language impairment (disorder)
229733002 Expressive language disorder (disorder)
229734008 Expressive language delay (disorder)
229736005 Receptive language delay (disorder)
229738006 Word finding difficulty (disorder)
229740001 Delayed pre-verbal development (disorder)
229741002 Restricted language development (disorder)
229742009 Restricted expressive language development (disorder)
229743004 Restricted receptive language development (disorder)
229744005 Developmental syntactic impairment (disorder)
229745006 Developmental semantic impairment (disorder)
229748008 Congenital auditory imperception (disorder)
230265002 Familial Alzheimer's disease of early onset (disorder)
230266001 Non-familial Alzheimer's disease of early onset (disorder)
230267005 Familial Alzheimer's disease of late onset (disorder)
230268000 Non-familial Alzheimer's disease of late onset (disorder)
230269008 Focal Alzheimer's disease (disorder)
230280008 Progressive aphasia in Alzheimer's disease (disorder)
230285003 Vascular dementia of acute onset (disorder)
230286002 Subcortical vascular dementia (disorder)
230287006 Mixed cortical and subcortical vascular dementia (disorder)
230288001 Semantic dementia (disorder)
230289009 Patchy dementia (disorder)
230334008 Drug-induced tic (disorder)
230335009 Facial tic disorder (disorder)
230338006 Gestural tic disorder (disorder)
230438007 Acquired epileptic aphasia (disorder)
230455006 Self-induced non-photosensitive epilepsy (disorder)
231437006 Reactive psychoses (disorder)
231438001 Presbyophrenic psychosis (disorder)
231439009 Toxic confusional state (disorder)
231440006 Delirium of mixed origin (disorder)
231442003 Organic catatonic disorder (disorder)
231443008 Right hemispheric organic affective disorder (disorder)
231444002 Organic bipolar disorder (disorder)
231445001 Organic dissociative disorder (disorder)
231446000 Organic emotionally labile disorder (disorder)
231448004 Age-associated memory impairment (disorder)
231449007 Epileptic psychosis (disorder)
231450007 Psychosis associated with intensive care (disorder)
231451006 Drug-induced intensive care psychosis (disorder)
231452004 Limbic epilepsy personality syndrome (disorder)
231453009 Lobotomy syndrome (disorder)
231454003 Organic pseudopsychopathic personality (disorder)
231455002 Organic pseudoretarded personality (disorder)
231456001 Postleucotomy syndrome (disorder)
231457005 Organic psychosyndrome (disorder)
231458000 Abuse of steroids (disorder)



231459008 Abuse of nonpsychotropic analgesic drugs (disorder)
231467000 Absinthe addiction (disorder)
231485007 Post-schizophrenic depression (disorder)
231487004 Persistent delusional disorder (disorder)
231489001 Acute transient psychotic disorder (disorder)
231494001 Mania (disorder)
231496004 Hypomania (disorder)
231500002 Masked depression (disorder)
231504006 Mixed anxiety and depressive disorder (disorder)
231516000 Cutaneous hypochondriasis (disorder)
231520001 Behavioral syndrome associated with physiological disturbance and physical factors (disorder)
231521002 Weight fixation (disorder)
231522009 Atypical anorexia nervosa (disorder)
231523004 Atypical bulimia nervosa (disorder)
231524005 Interictal behavior disorder (disorder)
231525006 Manipulative personality disorder (disorder)
231526007 Fanatic personality (disorder)
231527003 Explosive personality disorder (disorder)
231528008 Anxious personality disorder (disorder)
231530005 Post-concussional personality disorder (disorder)
231532002 Sexual disorder (disorder)
231535000 Language development disorder (disorder)
231536004 Atypical autism (disorder)
231537008 Developmental agnosia (disorder)
231538003 Behavioral and emotional disorder with onset in childhood (disorder)
231539006 Adolescent - emotional problem (disorder)
231542000 Depressive conduct disorder (disorder)
232059000 Laurence-Moon syndrome (disorder)
233690008 Factitious asthma (disorder)
237351003 Mild postnatal psychosis (disorder)
237352005 Severe postnatal psychosis (disorder)
238110009 Nutritional mental retardation (disorder)
238959007 Disorders of cutaneous image and perception (disorder)
238960002 Dermatological non-disease (disorder)
238961003 Trichophobia (disorder)
238965007 Venereophobia (disorder)
238966008 Syphilophobia (disorder)
238967004 Psychogenic sensory disturbance of skin (disorder)
238972008 Cutaneous monosymptomatic delusional psychosis (disorder)
238973003 Delusions of parasitosis (disorder)
238974009 Delusions of infestation (disorder)
238975005 Delusion of foul odor (disorder)
238976006 Bromisodrophobia (disorder)
238977002 Delusional hyperhidrosis (disorder)
238978007 Hyperschemazia (disorder)
238979004 Hyposchemazia (disorder)
247803002 Seasonal affective disorder (disorder)
247804008 Schizophrenic prodrome (disorder)
267320004 Pregnancy with mental disorders (disorder)
268612007 Senile and presenile organic psychotic conditions (disorder)
268617001 Acute schizophrenic episode (disorder)



268621008 Recurrent major depressive episodes (disorder)
268622001 Chronic paranoid psychosis (disorder)
268624000 Acute paranoid reaction (disorder)
268633003 Introverted personality disorder (disorder)
268634009 Psychoneurotic personality disorder (disorder)
268658008 Specific academic or work inhibition (disorder)
268664001 Childhood emotional disorder (disorder)
268666004 Childhood and adolescent disturbance with sensitivity (disorder)
268667008 Childhood and adolescent disturbance with shyness (disorder)
268668003 Childhood and adolescent disturbance with introversion (disorder)
268669006 Childhood and adolescent disturbance with elective mutism (disorder)
268672004 Disorder of speech and language development (disorder)
268673009 Developmental aphasia (disorder)
268724009 Excessive sexual drive (disorder)
268727002 Abuse of non-dependence-producing substances (disorder)
268734000 Developmental expressive language disorder (disorder)
268738002 Specific spelling disorder (disorder)
270901009 Schizoaffective disorder, mixed type (disorder)
270902002 Overeating associated with other psychological disturbances (disorder)
270903007 Lack or loss of sexual desire (disorder)
270905000 Childhood disinhibited attachment disorder (disorder)
271428004 Schizoaffective disorder, manic type (disorder)
271952001 Stress and adjustment reaction (disorder)
274948002 Endogenous depression - recurrent (disorder)
274950005 Sleep-related bruxism (disorder)
274952002 Borderline schizophrenia (disorder)
274953007 Acute polymorphic psychotic disorder (disorder)
275473003 Specific work inhibition (disorder)
275474009 Psychogenic overeating (disorder)
278506006 Involutional paranoid state (disorder)
278508007 Delusional dysmorphophobia (disorder)
278852008 Paranoid-hallucinatory epileptic psychosis (disorder)
278853003 Acute schizophrenia-like psychotic disorder (disorder)
278857002 Dementia of frontal lobe type (disorder)
279611005 Shell shock (disorder)
280032002 Developmental language disorder (disorder)
280375000 Psychological disorder associated with sexual development (disorder)
280377008 Sexual maturation disorder of sexual identity (disorder)
280378003 Sexual maturation disorder of sexual orientation (disorder)
280949006 Erotomania (disorder)
280982009 Abuse of laxatives (disorder)
280983004 Abuse of vitamins (disorder)
280984005 Abuse of herbal medicine (disorder)
280986007 Abuse of antacids (disorder)
280994000 Chronic confusional state (disorder)
286933003 Confusional state (disorder)
300706003 Endogenous depression (disorder)
301643003 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-induced persisting amnestic disorder (disorder)
302507002 Sedative amnestic disorder (disorder)
307417003 Cycloid psychosis (disorder)
309279000 Caffeine-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)



310202009 Arylcyclohexylamine-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
310495003 Mild depression (disorder)
310496002 Moderate depression (disorder)
310497006 Severe depression (disorder)
310814007 Discourse difficulties (disorder)
311173003 Phencyclidine-related disorder (disorder)
312098001 Sedative, hypnotic AND/OR anxiolytic-related disorder (disorder)
312936002 Anxiolytic-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
312991009 Senile dementia of the Lewy body type (disorder)
313182004 Chronic post-traumatic stress disorder (disorder)
313224008 Dysmorphophobia (disorder)
313426007 Kabuki make-up syndrome (disorder)
313915006 Hypnotic-induced organic mental disorder (disorder)
317816007 Stockholm syndrome (disorder)
318784009 Posttraumatic stress disorder, delayed onset (disorder)
319768000 Recurrent major depressive disorder with melancholic features (disorder)
357705009 Cotard's syndrome (disorder)
359661001 Specific number difficulty (disorder)
367515004 Receptive language disorder (disorder)
370143000 Major depressive disorder (disorder)
371024007 Senile dementia with delusion (disorder)
371026009 Senile dementia with psychosis (disorder)
371596008 Bipolar I disorder (disorder)
371600003 Severe bipolar disorder (disorder)
371631005 Panic disorder (disorder)
373618009 Autistic spectrum disorder with isolated skills (disorder)
386701004 Developmental articulation disorder (disorder)
386810004 Phobic disorder (disorder)
386821008 Adjustment reaction in infancy (disorder)
386822001 Adjustment reaction of adolescence (disorder)
386823006 Adjustment reaction of adult life (disorder)
386824000 Adjustment reaction of childhood (disorder)
386825004 Adjustment reaction of late life (disorder)
391099000 On examination - speech delay (disorder)
397803000 Impotence (disorder)
398066007 Intensive care psychiatric disorder (disorder)
402732001 Habit tic (disorder)
402733006 Habit tic affecting skin (disorder)
402735004 Habit tic affecting hair (disorder)
403170002 Callosity due to biting and/or chewing (disorder)
403590001 Cutaneous Munchausen syndrome by proxy (disorder)
403593004 Phobic fear of skin cancer (disorder)
403594005 Psychogenic formication (disorder)
403595006 Pinocchio syndrome (disorder)
404906000 Postoperative confusion (disorder)
406506008 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (disorder)
408856003 Autistic disorder (disorder)
408857007 Infantile autism (disorder)
408858002 Infantile psychosis (disorder)

412787009 Mental retardation, congenital heart disease, blepharophimosis, blepharoptosis and hypoplastic teeth (disorder)



414673004 Mental retardation, dwarfism, and gonadal hypoplasia due to xeroderma pigmentosa (disorder)
416073003 Long duration flashbacks (disorder)
416340002 Late onset schizophrenia (disorder)
416714005 Episodic flashbacks (disorder)
416780008 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, presenile onset (disorder)
416975007 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, senile onset (disorder)
417143004 Short duration flashbacks (disorder)
417360004 Duplicative flashbacks (disorder)
420774007 Organic brain syndrome associated with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (disorder)
421023003 Presenile dementia associated with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (disorder)
422437002 X-linked mental retardation with marfanoid habitus syndrome (disorder)
425914008 Adjustment reaction to medical therapy (disorder)
425919003 Chronic organic mental disorder (disorder)
426041005 Developmental dyslalia (disorder)
426174008 Chronic stress disorder (disorder)
426881004 Developmental delay in feeding (disorder)
427145007 Articulation disorder due to hyperkinesis (disorder)
427469003 Eating disorder in remission (disorder)
427975003 Drug-induced delusional disorder (disorder)
428007007 Erectile dysfunction associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus (disorder)
428687006 Nightmares associated with chronic post-traumatic stress disorder (disorder)
428703001 Transient organic mental disorder (disorder)
429672007 Drug-induced mood disorder (disorder)
429998004 Vascular dementia (disorder)
430744005 Factitious disorder with predominantly physical signs and symptoms (disorder)
430751001 Factitious disorder with predominantly psychological signs and symptoms (disorder)
430909002 Conduct disorder (disorder)
432091002 Savant syndrome (disorder)
439960005 Binge eating disorder (disorder)
441704009 Affective psychosis (disorder)
441711008 Chronic psychogenic pain (disorder)
441716003 Residual childhood psychosis (disorder)
441719005 Speech and language developmental delay due to hearing loss (disorder)
441833000 Lethal catatonia (disorder)
442057004 Chronic depressive personality disorder (disorder)
442243005 Psychosexual dysfunction associated with inhibited libido (disorder)
442245003 Chronic hypomanic personality disorder (disorder)
442314000 Active but odd autism (disorder)
442351006 Mental disorder due to drug (disorder)
443735008 Nonverbal learning disorder (disorder)
443919007 Complex posttraumatic stress disorder (disorder)
450714000 Severe major depression (disorder)
472981000 Fetishistic transvestism (disorder)
473020005 Primary erectile dysfunction (disorder)
473452003 Atypical psychosis (disorder)
473456000 Compulsive personality disorder (disorder)
473457009 Obsessional personality disorder (disorder)
609225004 Developmental regression (disorder)
251000119105 Severe major depression, single episode (disorder)
261000119107 Severe depressed bipolar I disorder (disorder)
271000119101 Severe mixed bipolar I disorder (disorder)



281000119103 Severe recurrent major depression (disorder)
1581000119101 Dementia of the Alzheimer type with behavioral disturbance (disorder)
1591000119103 Dementia with behavioral disturbance (disorder)
18491000119109 Psychological disorder during pregnancy (disorder)
21071000119101 Mood disorder of manic type (disorder)
22381000119105 Primary degenerative dementia (disorder)
22641000119109 Psychosis in early childhood (disorder)
22981000119106 Recurrent severe manic episodes (disorder)
23601000119102 Sedative withdrawal (disorder)
23741000119105 Severe manic bipolar I disorder (disorder)
39951000119105 Pervasive developmental disorder of residual state (disorder)
61771000119106 Bipolar II disorder, most recent episode rapid cycling (disorder)
62211000119103 Moderate expressive language delay (disorder)
62221000119105 Severe expressive language delay (disorder)
62231000119108 Mild expressive language delay (disorder)
79341000119107 Mixed dementia (disorder)
89381000119107 Moderate receptive language delay (disorder)
89501000119108 Mild receptive language delay (disorder)
130121000119104 Dementia due to Rett's syndrome (disorder)
133091000119105 Rapid cycling bipolar I disorder (disorder)
133121000119109 Severe seasonal affective disorder (disorder)
270291000119109 Identity disorder of childhood (disorder)
288271000119103 Childhood onset fluency disorder (disorder)
288751000119101 Reactive depressive psychosis, single episode (disorder)
428051000124108 Mild dementia (disorder)
428351000124105 Severe dementia (disorder)

429161000124103 Primary degenerative dementia of the Alzheimer type, senile onset, with behavioral disturbance (disorder)
430771000124100 Moderate dementia (disorder)
434971000124109 Amphetamine induced psychotic disorder (disorder)












































































